








  

Streaming instability of CR

Acceleration in shocks requires scattering of particles back 

from the upstream region.
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Streaming cosmic rays result in formation of perturbation that 

scatters cosmic rays back and increases perturbation. 

This is streaming instability that can return cosmic rays back 

to shock and may prevent their fast leak out of the Galaxy.



  

Streaming instability of CR (Cont.)
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With background compressible turbulence (Yan & Lazarian 2004):

Εmax  1.5   10�
-9 [np

-1(VA/V)0.5(LcΩ0/V2)0.5]1/1.1E0

This gives Εmax  20GeV  for HIM.             �

This is similar to the estimate obtained with background Alfvenic 

turbulence (Farmer & Goldreich 2004).
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Magnetic field itself can be amplified through inverse cascade. 

As a result, δB > B0, the growth rate becomes higher in this case.

And the streaming instability operates till higher energies (Yan

 & Lazarian 2004):

 γmax  (a� ε(LeB0)
0.5U3/(m0.5V2c2))1/(0.5+a),

where ε is the ratio of the pressure of CRs at the shock and the 

upstream momentum flux entering the shock front, 

U is the shock front speed, a-4 is the spectrum index of CRs 

at the shock front. This gives γmax  2  10�
7 (t/kyr)-9/4  for HIM.

Shock acceleration should be revised.

Cosmic Ray confinement in galaxies should be revised. 
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Nonthermal X-ray filaments in 

young SNRs
Eloss/(dE/dt) ~ R/Uds

dE/dt ∝  B0
2

much stronger B than typical

Even for B=100 µG, ld > 1017 cmld
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